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Indicates last action taken on invoice 

User defined - required 
User defined - optional 

System Calculated inv total 

Defaults based on User name and 

Organization Options 

User defined - optional 

IGNORE THIS SECTION – THE FUNCTIONALITY DOES NOT WORK PROPERLY. 

User defined - optional 

Required, searchable 

PO fields optional; appear on printed invoice 

Defaults to current date; not editable Defaults to 30 days from bill date 

Defaults based on Bill Org; editable System generated – indicates if any part of invoice still open 

Optional, appear on invoice 

System generated – indicates when 

invoice was actually printed 

IGNORE – FUNCTION DOES NOT WORK 

System generated – indicates amount 

remaining to be paid 
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All address info populated from customer record; Bill to 

address defaults to primary customer address. Search on 

identifier field to select different bill to address and to add a 

ship to address if necessary. 

Ship To address is optional 
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REQUIRED FIELDS: Chart, Account, Object, Quantity, Unit Price.  All other fields are 

optional.  After entering info on the “add” line, user clicks “add” button in “Actions”.  The 

line will then be added to the invoice and the user can then discount or delete the line.  If 

making changes to an added line, click “recalculate” to refresh the values.  

This section is not required but 

needs to be completed so the 

line item doesn’t appear blank 

on the invoices. 
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After saving or submitting the invoice, the General Ledger Pending Entries 

will appear under this tab.  

Notes, including attachments, can be added to the invoice at any time; even 

after the invoice is in final status.  

Ad Hoc Recipients can be added for approval, FYI or acknowledgement prior to submitting the 

invoice.  The invoice can by FYI ad hoc routed after it is in final status.  

Submit will finalize the invoice; Save will save it to the initiators action list; Reload will refresh the screen; Close will take you back to the main KFS 

screen; Cancel will cancel the document; Copy makes an exact copy of the document with a new invoice number. 
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After the invoice is in “Final” status (“reload” after submitting to bring the invoice to final status), the buttons above will appear.   

    will open a PDF of the invoice.  This can be saved, e-mailed or printed. 

 allows you to correct/reverse an existing invoice.   

 allows you to “FYI” ad hoc route an invoice after you add a recipient in the “Ad Hoc Recipients” tab. 

 allows you to copy the invoice.  A new invoice document will be created and you can then make any necessary changes to it before 

submitting it.   
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